
GGAA Newsletter November 2018 

Dear All, 

 A quick update on what is happening on site and another call for assistance. 

 

Tree trimming  28 November 2018  

We have arranged for some of the trees along the side of the stream to 

be  trimmed this week to improve the light and to remove any dangerous 

overhanging branches.  We are starting at the north end nearest the new car 

park. When this first stage is complete we will review the impact and probably 

continue to do more. Please be aware of what is happening and help the tree-

fellers if they need anything moved or if they ask you to move away for your 

safety. The should be starting on the 28th November but may take a couple of 

days, so stay aware,.  

 

Manure deliveries 

Anna has arranged two free manure deliveries for the 5th December 2018. Help 

yourselves but please obey any instructions from committee members or the 

notices that will be put up.  Please keep it all tidy and help to give the car parks 

a final clean when it has all gone 

    

New Fencing 

The new fencing has been completed .alongside the stream adjacent to 

Clitterhouse Park.  It looks good but we need to keep the the allotment side of 

of it clear of obstructions and vegetation.  Allotment rules stipulate a one metre 

clear space alongside any fences. 

 

Volunteers 

We still need more help in manning the shop if we want it to be open most of 

the year. As you see below the shop will be closed most of December and 

January, and probably for August next year, because of lack of volunteers. If 

you feel that you can help, please contact Anna on 07765923106. 

 

Shop opening hours  

The shop will be open with limited hours over the winter 

. 

Last opening on Sunday 16 December, reopening on Saturday 19th January 



 

2019. 

 

But trade is always slack at this time of the year, so if it is snowing or raining 

heavily, do not be surprised if the shop is shut and the volunteer has given up 

and gone home to warmth and comfort. 

 

Many thanks  

  

 

 


